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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are be contained in multiple conference convened way that
multi resource management center supported?
A. Automatic Appointment
B. More resources management center directly convened
C. SiteCall
D. Automatically extended
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician has low signal strength connecting two wireless
bridges. Which of the following could be the problem?
A. Low PoE wattage
B. Short distance between antennas
C. WPA 2 encryption
D. Opposing antenna polarizations
Answer: D
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You can also create a kit without a VAS order at a work centre.
You can configure a work centre where you also pack in such a
way that you can confirm generated kits there.
This process is suitable for the following cases There are 2
correct answers to this question Response:

A. You are not performing kitting in one special kitting work
centre, but at a work centre where you cannot packing
B. You require detailed documentation of the kitting procedure
in EWM
C. You do not require detailed documentation of the kitting
procedure in EWM
D. You are not performing kitting in one special kitting work
centre, but at a work centre where you are also packing
Answer: C,D
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